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Aristotle's Poetics (Greek: Î ÎµÏ•á½¶ Ï€Î¿Î¹Î·Ï„Î¹Îºá¿†Ï‚; Latin: De Poetica; c. 335 BC) is the earliest surviving
work of dramatic theory and first extant philosophical treatise to focus on literary theory in the West. This has
been the traditional view for centuries.
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The Mark of Athena is an American fantasy-adventure novel written by Rick Riordan, based on Greek and
Roman mythology. It was published on October 2, 2012, and is the third book in The Heroes of Olympus
series, a spin-off of the Percy Jackson & the Olympians series.
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1. Aristotleâ€™s Life. Born in 384 B.C.E. in the Macedonian region of northeastern Greece in the small city of
Stagira (whence the moniker â€˜the Stagiriteâ€™), Aristotle was sent to Athens at about the age of
seventeen to study in Platoâ€™s Academy, then a pre-eminent place of learning in the Greek world.
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These are some of the many databases available to you as a member of Middletown Thrall Library: Artemis
(now Gale Literary Sources) Searches the following databases (described below): Literature Criticism Online,
Literature for Students, Literature Resource Center, and Something about the Author.
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Is The Bible Trustworthy? (Proof to the New Testament) Bibliographic proof is a test regarding the textual
transmission through which ancient documents come to us.
Is The Bible Trustworthy? (Proof to the New Testament)
BibMe Free Bibliography & Citation Maker - MLA, APA, Chicago, Harvard
BibMe: Free Bibliography & Citation Maker - MLA, APA
Dramatic literature, the texts of plays that can be read, as distinct from being seen and heard in performance.
The term dramatic literature implies a contradiction in that literature originally meant something written and
drama meant something performed.
Dramatic literature | Britannica.com
Publisher of academic books and electronic media publishing for general interest and in a wide variety of
fields.
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